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Kitab Al-Iman
Breaking the Family Curse is about how I am fighting desperately to break all of my family's negative generational cycles. I already have broken some of
them with the help of God. I had to overcome a lot of trials and tribulations that began in my early teenage years. I became influenced by the environment
that I was in, but God is slowly but surely bringing me out of that mindset. I'm not where I want to be, but thank God I'm not where I used to be!

Strength
This paradigm-shifting book helps believers understand the process of being transformed by God's grace and truth, and challenges them to be a part of the
process of discipleship in the lives of their fellow brothers and sisters in Christ. Counseling One Another biblically presents and defends every believer's
responsibility to work toward God's goal of conforming us to the image of His Son-a goal reached through the targeted form of intensive discipleship most
often referred to as counseling. All Christians will find Counseling One Another useful as they make progress in the life of sanctification and as they
discuss issues with their friends, children, spouses, and fellow believers, providing them with a biblical framework for life and one-another ministry in the
body of Christ.

Desiring God
Avalon has always felt different and alone. The ocean, along with the friends she's made under the water, is the only constant in her life. She comforts
herself with the notion that alone is at least safe. There's no one to hide her extraordinary abilities from, to hide her dreams of living beneath the crashing
waves forever. Then Xander comes for her, reluctantly, judging by his snarly attitude. But, attitude aside, he draws her into a fantasy world, one filled with
family and friendship and the home she's always craved. He gives her the smallest glimpse of perfection, only to then inform her that it's not a world she
can have. Political issues in Royale will make her time there temporary. Her time in Royale and with Xander. She will stay until the very end, though. If
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there's one thing that she's determined to prevent, it's Laous getting his hands on the starslight stone. A stone which is keeping two worlds alive and
functioning. A happily ever after might not be in the cards for her, but she's determined to make it happen for her friends. Even if it's the last thing she does.

Seduction
Persuasion
Speech delivered in the Senate condemning the Southern expansion of slavery and the force used in compelling Kansas to be a slave state. In the course of
the speech, Sumner ridicules South Carolina Senator Andrew Butler.

A History of Solitude
What if you learned that to lead well, you’d need to live like a drug addict? During treatment for drug addiction, Michael Brody-Waite learned three
principles that became the difference between life and death: Practice rigorous authenticity Surrender the outcome Do uncomfortable work Leaving rehab,
Michael entered the workplace where he was shocked to see most business leaders doing what he had been taught would kill him. He began to see striking
similarities between drug addiction and what he calls “mask addiction.” Leaders everywhere were hiding their authentic selves in order to get what they
wanted. They were doing things like: Saying yes when they could say no Hiding their weaknesses Avoiding difficult conversations Holding back their
unique perspectives Instead of chasing drugs, leaders were chasing professional, financial, and social success from behind a mask—to the detriment of
themselves and the people around them. Thanks to his recovery, Michael’s three principles gave him an unlikely competitive advantage throughout his
career, resulting in a level of success unexpected for a “drug addict.” In Great Leaders Live Like Drug Addicts, Michael explains what drug addicts do to
recover and provides a step-by-step program you can use to break free from your mask addiction to thrive in both work and life. He equips you with the
tools you need to live and lead mask-free—tools to enable you to stop following others, lead yourself, and become one of the dynamic, growing, authentic
leaders this world desperately needs.

Paradise Lost. Book 10
As a general's daughter in a vast empire that revels in war and enslaves those it conquers, Kestrel has two choices: she can join the military or get married.
Kestrel has other ideas. One day, she is startled to find a kindred spirit in Arin, a young slave up for auction. Following her instinct, Kestrel buys him - and
for a sensational price that sets the society gossips talking. It's not long before she has to hide her growing love for Arin. But he, too, has a secret and
Kestrel quickly learns that the price she paid for him is much higher than she ever could have imagined. The first novel in a stunning new trilogy, The
Winner's Curse is a story of romance, rumours and rebellion, where dirty secrets and careless alliances can be deadly – and everything is at stake.
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Counseling One Another
Breaking the Family Curse
Trickery
Tyson Compass, as one of the famed Compass quads, is not a wizard used to living with regrets. Except for one: Grace Carter. Grace is a healer witch he
rejected many years ago. After completely disappearing from his life, she has returned, and turned his world upside down. The attraction between them
flares strongly, but she has not forgotten or forgiven his callous rebuff when they were teens. Tyson does everything he can to prove he will never hurt her
again, and just when he thinks there might be a chance for them, she has to leave again. She makes him promise not to follow her - a promise he honors for
as long as he can. But after almost two months with no word, he's done waiting. He's going to find his girl. With a little help from his brothers, he tracks her
down, only to find Grace betrayed by her family tortured hurt. His rage knows no bounds. He will do everything he can to bring her family to justice, to
find out why they turned on her. By unlocking these secrets, though, he will discover that Grace is so much more than just a healer witch. She holds a secret
that could save the world of Faerie. Or destroy it.

Beowulf
This richly illustrated, non-technical reconstruction of "folk religion" in ancient Israel is based largely on recent archaeological evidence, but also
incorporates biblical texts where possible.

Works, Comprised in the Folio Edition of 1630
Magical Compass
Willa Knight: Dweller? Bad-ass? Notorious pet to five magical beings? In Blesswood, there are rules, and someone is trying to teach her how to follow
them. The only problem is Willa. Which shouldn't be anything new, since she has been a problem since birth-something her pseudo-sister Emmy would
agree on. So it definitely shouldn't be new but it is. Because things are starting to happen that have never happened before. Things are starting to get
chaotic. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 2 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series
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"Thou, Dear God"
Solitude has always had an ambivalent status: the capacity to enjoy being alone can make sociability bearable, but those predisposed to solitude are often
viewed with suspicion or pity. Drawing on a wide array of literary and historical sources, David Vincent explores how people have conducted themselves in
the absence of company over the last three centuries. He argues that the ambivalent nature of solitude became a prominent concern in the modern era. For
intellectuals in the romantic age, solitude gave respite to citizens living in ever more complex modern societies. But while the search for solitude was seen
as a symptom of modern life, it was also viewed as a dangerous pathology: a perceived renunciation of the world, which could lead to psychological
disorder and anti-social behaviour. Vincent explores the successive attempts of religious authorities and political institutions to manage solitude, taking
readers from the monastery to the prisoner’s cell, and explains how western society’s increasing secularism, urbanization and prosperity led to the
development of new solitary pastimes at the same time as it made traditional forms of solitary communion, with God and with a pristine nature, impossible.
At the dawn of the digital age, solitude has taken on new meanings, as physical isolation and intense sociability have become possible as never before. With
the advent of a so-called loneliness epidemic, a proper historical understanding of the natural human desire to disengage from the world is more important
than ever. The first full-length account of its subject, A History of Solitude will appeal to a wide general readership.

Are You There God? It's Me, Margaret.
First Grave on the Right is the smashing, award-winning debut novel that introduces Charley Davidson: part-time private investigator and full-time Grim
Reaper. Charley sees dead people. That's right, she sees dead people. And it's her job to convince them to "go into the light." But when these very dead
people have died under less than ideal circumstances (i.e., murder), sometimes they want Charley to bring the bad guys to justice. Complicating matters are
the intensely hot dreams she's been having about an Entity who has been following her all her lifeand it turns out he might not be dead after all. In fact, he
might be something else entirely. This is a thrilling debut novel from Darynda Jones, an exciting newcomer to the world of paranormal romantic suspense.
First Grave on the Right is the winner of the 2012 Rita Award for Best First Book.

Publications of the Spenser Society
Night
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we know it today. This Enriched
Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background information • A timeline of significant events that provides the book's
historical context • An outline of key themes and plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis
and modern perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of recommended related
books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes
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and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to
their full potential. Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson

The Crime Against Kansas
The Odyssey of Homer
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi concentration camps at Auschwitz and Buchenwald. This is his account
of that atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he endured, the loss of his family and his struggle to survive in a world that stripped him of humanity, dignity
and faith. Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a people from a survivor's perspective, Night is among the most personal, intimate and poignant
of all accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the darkest side of human nature and the enduring power of hope, it remains one of the most
important works of the twentieth century. New translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new introduction by Elie Wiesel.

Works of John Taylor
Collects sixty-eight prayers by Martin Luther King, Jr., covering such situations as spiritual guidance, special occasions, times of adversity, times of trial,
uncertain times, and social justice.

House of Royale
Wrath of The Gods
Faced with the difficulties of growing up and choosing a religion, a 12-year-old girl talks over her problems with her own private God. Reissued with a
fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.

A Gift of Love
Willa Knight: Dweller. Slave. Non-magical being. In Minatsol, being a dweller means that you are literally no better than dirt. In fact, dirt might actually be
more useful than Willa. Her life will be one of servitude to the sols, the magic-blessed beings who could one day be chosen to become gods. At least her
outer village is far removed from the cities of the sols, and she won't ever be forced to present herself to them Until one small mistake changes everything,
and Willa is awarded a position to serve at Blesswood, the top sol academy in the world-a position that she definitely did not earn. Under the sudden,
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watchful eye of the gods, she will be tasked to serve the Abcurse brothers, five sols built of arrogance, perfection and power. They are almost gods
themselves, and under their service she is either going to end up sentenced to death, or else they are going to ruin her so badly that she will wish for it.
Either way, she is in trouble. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 1 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series

The Book of Mormon
The Cyclops
Willa Knight: The saviour of both worlds, or the destruction of everything? Sometimes history lies, and the tales of Minatsol and Topia are no different.
Since the birth of Topia, Staviti has woven a web of deceit around the truth of Creation, striving only to maintain his power while destroying anything that
gets in his way. Now, Willa and the Abcurses are determined to strip back the layers, to uncover the truth, and to understand the true nature of the two
worlds before it's too late. The only problem? Any wrong step in their quest to restore balance might have terrible repercussions. Every single being-living
or dead-might have to pay the price. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 5 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series.

First Grave on the Right
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now it's up to Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who
is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?

Titan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)
The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
Wulfrik the Wanderer brings destruction and death everywhere he treads. Cursed by the Ruinous Powers, the champion must travel across the Old World
and seek prizes to appease the forces of Chaos. But now dark forces plot against Wulfrik, and he must discover the enemy within or else his soul will be lost
to the Dark Gods.

Pain
Willa Knight: Dead? Alive? Damned to a state of eternal bad luck? Willa and the Abcurse brothers are back, and more determined than ever to stick by
each other. Unfortunately, Staviti has other plans, plans that threaten to change the natural order of the worlds-though nobody really understands why. His
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agenda may very well affect all beings on Minatsol, even those that thought themselves safe in Topia. Even Willa-invincible-Knight. Unsure with her new
place in the worlds, Willa must follow the Abcurses to their new post: Champions Peak, a secluded mountain far from civilization, where the most powerful
sols have been summoned to hone their abilities through direct contact with the gods. There is a chance that she might survive her time on the mountain, but
it seems like staying alive amidst the powerful occupants of the Peak is the least of her concerns. Her real problem is staying on the mountain at all. This is
a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 4 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series

Oedipus the King
The classic collection of sixteen sermons preached and compiled by Dr. King As Dr. King prepared for the Birmingham campaign in early 1963, he drafted
the final sermons for Strength to Love, a volume of his best-known homilies. King had begun working on the sermons during a fortnight in jail in July
1962. Having been arrested for holding a prayer vigil outside Albany City Hall, King and Ralph Abernathy shared a jail cell for fifteen days that was,
according to King, ‘‘dirty, filthy, and ill-equipped’’ and “the worse I have ever seen.” While behind bars, he spent uninterrupted time preparing the drafts
for classic sermons such as “Loving Your Enemies,” “Love in Action,” and “Shattered Dreams,” and continued to work on the volume after his release. A
Gift of Love includes these classic sermons, along with two new preachings. Collectively they present King’s fusion of Christian teachings and social
consciousness, and promote his prescient vision of love as a social and political force for change.

The Curse of Kehama
Lord of Light
Works of John Taylor, the Water-poet ; 1
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been
called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."

Aeneid
Did God Have a Wife?
#NeverTrustATitan Maisey thought the worst thing to happen to her was Insta shaming or a midnight shift at the Crab Shack. Until she got dragged into the
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world of the gods.Or more specifically, the world of one very annoying, bad at sarcasm, sex on legs, Titan. Cronus was everything she never knew she
wanted, or needed, in her life. And then he just left.Left her alone, with no idea what's happening to the world, what's happening with the sins. Only
someone miscalculated. Whether it was Cronus or the fates, there's no way they can do this without Maisey. Turns out, she's the most important piece

Great Leaders Live Like Drug Addicts
Willa Knight: Dweller? Sol? Accidental evolutionary hiccup? Willa has never been a particularly useful dweller: she isn't very good at chores, she isn't very
good at worshipping, she isn't very good at not having opinions, and she isn't very good with rules-but none of that matters anymore. The rules are
changing. The dwellers are trying to make their own way in the world, and Willa can't seem to help getting tangled up in their plans. Luckily, she has the
Abcurse brothers to help her out-until she doesn't, and suddenly she's alone again in a world on the brink of chaos. With the Abcurses gone, she'll have to
rely on her wits, and her sister Emmy, to stay under the radar and survive. Because someone wants her dead. But, really, what else is new? This is a full
novel, 90,000 words. Book 3 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series

The Winner's Curse
The gods walk among us. And they just might steal your soul or your heart. I thought I'd survived everything life could throw at me. All I wanted was to
keep my distance from the criminals I work for and get my little brother out of the hell that is our mother's house. Then I died and woke up to four
stunningly hot gods telling me I'm now a valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki. Jovial but ferocious Thor. Dreamily compassionate Baldur. Grim and secretive Hod.
They all have something to teach me. And around them, my walls start to crack. But the gods didn't summon me just for kicks. Their king is missing, and
they need me to find him. The first three valkyries they sent on the job never made it back. More power is awakening in me than I could ever have
imagined--and the gods' enemies are more devious than even they knew. It's going to take every trick in the book for me to save myself, my brother, and
these divine men who're getting under my skin in the most alluring way. I'm Aria Watson, and Valhalla ain't seen nothing yet.

The Works of John Taylor, the Water-poet
His followers called him Mahasamatman and said he was a god. He preferred to drop the Maha- and the -atman, however, and called himself Sam. He never
claimed to be a god, but then he never claimed not to be a god. A holy war rages across the heavens and mankind's fate hangs in the balance.

Wulfrik
Claimed by Gods
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The famed Athenian tragedy in which Oedipus’s own faults contribute to his tragic downfall. A great masterpiece on which Aristotle based his aesthetic
theory of drama in the Poetics and from which Freud derived the Oedipus complex, King Oedipus puts out a sentence on the unknown murderer of his
father Laius. By a gradual unfolding of incidents, Oedipus learns that he was the assassin and that Jocasta, his wife, is also his mother.
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